
August 18, 2020 – The Autopsy 
 
 

Executive Summary 
 
Coincidental high demand across the WECC left typically long regions less long, perhaps short, 
rendering each region left to its own to serve load. Most Balancing Authorities (BAs) had adequate 
resources; a few, like NEVP and AZPS, came close to running out of power. The ISO balanced by 
ordering rolling blackouts, though that might have been driven more by economics than a lack of 
supply. 

The peak day, August 18, wasn’t the WECC’s peak, that was in 2018, July 24, and on that day 
prices were lower and there weren’t any rolling blackouts. The difference between the two events 
was driven by the loss of Navajo, an idle gas plant (Harquahala), and a failure of renewable energy, 
specifically solar. 

 

Background 
 
On August 18, 2020, the WECC’s Palo Verde hub spot price cleared $1,643.25/mwh, the highest 
WECC price ever recorded. The rest of the hubs were also high, but nothing close to PV. How did 
that happen? The obvious answer was heat, Phoenix reached a high of 113, though that wasn’t the 
hottest day of the year; on July 30, the recorded temperature was 117, but on that day the spot price 
was just  $45/mwh. Other factors were at play. 

 

Methodology 
 
Power prices are set by what some call a Dutch Auction, where the cost of the last MWH served sets 
the price for all MWH sold. Therefore, it is the last generating unit turned on which sets the price, but 
is there a $1600/mwh unit in Palo Verde? No, there isn’t; even a portable generator will operate at 
around a 20,000 btu/kwh  heat rate. Using Socal Citygate’s $13/mmbtu, that still only returns a 
$260/mwh price. How could the market have traded at $1600? There are no $1600 units.  

There comes a point where power markets disconnect from power costs and trade in a no man’s 
land where prices are set by scarcity pricing. The price clears at whatever level the load-serving 
utility is willing to pay to keep the lights on; call it poker where the final price is set by which utility 



blinks first. California won’t pay as high a price and is willing to balance the grid using rolling 
blackouts, Arizona’s “blink” price is higher, $1600. The study identified eight Summer “events’ over 
the last three years as defined by high prices. It examined the fundamentals (supply and demand) of 
each of those events to determine what was different for the August 18 event. 

 

Eight Events 
 
These eight events were selected based upon the maximum average WECC prices by year for the 
summer months. WECC prices are compiled by averaging ten daily HL spot hubs. The period 
examined is four days before and after the selected date. The temperature is an average of eight 
cities, not weighted. Demand is the sum of the thirty load-serving Balancing Authorities (BA) actual 
demand, as reported by the EIA. 

 

Though the August 18 event had the highest price, it didn’t have the highest load (July 24, 2018), nor 
was it the hottest day (September 5 2020). To understand why prices soared to quad digits, we need 
to break the WECC into regions. 

● Northwest – made up of the MidC BAs plus Idaho Power. 
● NoCal – PG&E, BANC, ZP26, and TIDC 
● SoCal – SCE, SDGE, IID, LDWP 
● Southwest – AZPS, SRP, TEPC, WALC, NEVP, PACE 

Each of the four regions is summarized in the following tables, each with these metrics: 

● PP – Power Price; an average of Ice Daily HL settles 
● Temp – Temperature, an average of several cities 
● Demand – Sum of BAs mapped to that region 
● Exports – Exports minus Imports by region. 
● Coal – Sum of coal MW by BA per the EIA 
● Gas – Sum of natural gas MW by BA per the EIA 
● Hydro – Sum of Hydro MW by BA per the EIA 
● Solar – Sum of Solar MW by BA per the EIA 
● Wind – Sum of Wind MW by BA per the EIA 



Southwest 
 

 
● The August 18 event had the highest price by a factor of 4 (versus September 5) but a 

factor of 9 versus the earlier events. 
● Highest demand, but just 200 MW higher than the July 31 
● Sep 5, 2020, had the second-highest prices but just the 6th highest demand. 
● Note the September 5 net imports fell 2700 MWs; the Southwest was long and exported 

almost as much as it imported 

Two factors drove the Southwest’s prices in the August 18 event (versus the July 30 event): 

1. Solar was off by 700 aMW (300 higher in the September 5) 
2. Imports fell by 1700 aMW. 

The Southwest ran out of energy and prices gapped during the August 18 event because 
renewables failed and the neighboring regions cut exports. Perhaps the real culprit was the early 
retirement of Navajo and the ridiculous decision not to bring Harqualah online. The significant 
difference between the September 5 and August 18 events was that not all regions realized high 
loads on September 5. 

 

Southern California (Socal) 

 



● September 5 loads were higher than August 18, but 2000 MWs lower than the 2018 
events. 

● Both September 5 and August 18 realized Imports were 2-3000 higher than the other two 
July 2020 events; September 5 imports were the most of any event. 

● Solar failed in both the Aug and Sep events when compared to solar from the two July 
events. 

● Gas was off 1400 MW in Sep vs. the Aug 
● The wind failed in the Sep event, off 800 MWs from Aug. 

Why the August rolling blackouts? Not because of demand, simply because Solar failed, despite 
Socal’s heavy reliance upon thermal resources (coal and gas). In a word, Socal needed more gas 
resources, less dependence upon non-California entities to serve its load, and less reliance upon 
renewables. 

 

Northern California (Nocal) 

 
● September 5 was 3600 MW lower than August 18 
● Imports were up 300 
● Solar and wind failed 

Northern California fared better than Southern California as the region has strong ties to the 
Northwest, has more gas power plant reserves, and a robust hydro system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Northwest 

 
● August 18 realized record-high summer power price 
● Just Fifth highest demand; September 5 demand was nearly 4000 MW lower 
● Hydro was off because the NW didn’t need the energy 
● Sep was the highest exports; Aug was second highest exports; a sign the region was 

healthy 
● Robust wind; renewables did NOT fail 
● 1300 MWs less Gas than the previous high, suggesting ample reserves 

So why the high prices? Opportunistic pricing. The AC tie to Northern California set the price for all 
of the Northwest; in effect, the Northwest ratepayers paid for California’s failed renewables. 

 

Socal Gas Factor 
 
Socal Citygate’s spot price soared from $1.97 on the 10th to $13.35 on the 18th, not an unexpected 
jump in price given the dramatic increase in gas sendout (demand). What was surprising was how 
slow Socal Gas ramped up receipts, unlike its sister utility, PG&E.  

 

PG&E Daily Change in Demand and Supply 
 
By the 18th, PG&E had accumulated 100 MMCF more gas than on the 10th. Note the rapid increase 
in receipts, starting on the 11th (108) and cresting on the 14th (663 MMCF).  



 

Socal planned a bit differently… 

 

Socal Gas Daily Change in Demand and Supply 
 

 
By the 14th, Socal was running a 457 MMCF deficit as compared to the 10th. Receipts (imports) 
were only 256 MMCF higher by the 17th and didn’t crest until the 22nd, though by then the heat had 
mostly dissipated. What would the spot gas price had been had the utility ramped its imports up on 
the 12th and 13th, as did PG&E? 

If you assume that Socal’s slow response drive up Citygate and Border by $2.00/mmbtu, and a 10k 
heat rate, the incremental burden on Southern California’s ratepayers was about a $125 million in 
additional power purchase costs. But the cost of their forecasting failure to the Southwest ratepayers 
(Nevada and Arizona) was twice that, or about $250 million since both regions use Socal Border 
prices, which were directly correlated to Socal Citygate. 



Broken Term Market 
 
The cash markets (Day Ahead, Hour Ahead, EIM) reflect supply and demand, but those markets 
were not the only ones impacted by the event; term markets were also shaken. 

 

Take the SP15, September-August roll; it dropped $200 in a few days, then recovered all $200 a few 
days later. This market behavior, gapping up and falling back, reflects the illiquidity and fear of the 
term markets, all of which can be explained by a lack of market depth. That dearth of liquidity is a 
direct result of an over-regulated market that the FERC, CFTC, and the California AG created 
through its post-Energy Crisis witchhunts and the wars they declared upon power traders. Ultimately, 
just the ratepayers paid for those misbegotten policies. 

 

 

 

 

https://wp.ansergy.com/apt2/outrights/?filters%5BDerivative%20Type%5D%5B0%5D=O&filters%5BHub%5D%5B0%5D=SP15&filters%5BHour%20Type%5D%5B0%5D=HL&filters%5BPeriod%5D%5B0%5D=202010&filters%5BMetric%5D%5B0%5D=PP&brushStart=0.67201&brushEnd=1&legend%5B0%5D=1&legend%5B1%5D=3&legend%5B2%5D=5


Conclusions – Aug 18 Event 
 
Only the Southwest ran out of reserves, though California experienced rolling blackouts, those were 
driven more by economics than a lack of physical energy. The Northwest had no issues, though it 
enjoyed the highest prices of any event.  The Southwest shortfall was driven by the coincidental high 
WECC demand, which resulted in import cuts from Utah, New Mexico, and Colorado. The Northwest 
had ample resources but lacked the transmission capacity to deliver energy to the Southwest. 
Though the Southwest loads were only 200 MW higher than the July 30 event, its price was nearly 
20 times higher. The most crucial driver for those high prices was the 2000 MW cut in imports, which 
was driven by coincidental WECC-wide demand, but that WECC demand was 2000 MW lower than 
the July 24, 2018 event. 

Ultimately, the Southwest failed not because of demand, but because of the retirement of the Navajo 
coal plant and the idle Harquahala gas-fired plant. Had both of those plants been available, there 
would not have been an event, no blackouts in California, and no $1600 prices in the Southwest. 
Exacerbating an already delicate situation was the WECC’s increasing reliance upon unreliable 
renewables, especially solar. 

 

Conclusions – Sep 5 Event 
 
Only Southern California realized extreme heat. The rest of the WECC was reasonably long and 
helped cover some of Socal’s loads. Another difference was the duration of the heat was limited to 
3-4 days versus over a week during August. A similarity was the failure of renewables at a time 
when the ISO most needed them. Clearly, the WECC is not ready to go carbon-free. 

 


